
THE WELLINGTON ACADEMY 

 

Mid March is                                 
National Science Week               

and we have a week of science 
fun. 

There is also a trip to the Big 
Bang Science Fair in               

Birmingham! 

 

                  Newsletter for New Year 7’s  March 2019 

Well, the first lot of snow arrived as predicted, but fortunately it didn’t hold 
things up for too long and even though we have had lots of heavy driving 
rain and strong winds, things are coming along nicely with the build. Ceilings 
are up and the outer walls are mostly in place.  

Contractors are benefitting from being able to work longer due to the  
slightly lighter evenings and they are working weekends to ensure build 
timescales are met.  

As well as work at the back of the site, we also have work being carried out 
at the front of the building with a new Tucan crossing being put in making it 
safer for students to cross the road into school.  

So many changes..., all with a deadline of the end of July so we can get 
things finalised for your arrival in September. 

*** www.thewellingtonacademy.org.uk *** 

Expansion update 

A few of our existing Yr 7 students have shared some of their comments with us to say what they like 
about the Academy: 

‘I like performing arts lessons as it is a chance for your imagination to run wild and for you to be creative’. 

‘Don’t be scared it is not as scary as it seems and the homework is not as hard as you think!’ 

‘I like that The Wellington Academy gives you loads of fun opportunities like sports clubs. Also they    
provide many fun lessons.’      

‘My advice is that although it may be overwhelming with all the older kids everywhere you’ll be fine.’ 

‘I like that I feel safe to ask for support and help. I also like the lessons, especially PE               

and the food .I also the outside space.’ 

 Don’t just take our word for it... 

National Science Week 

Remember to 

keep an eye on 

our website, 

Facebook page 

and Twitter 

to keep up to 

date with  

Academy life. 

 

 


